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In this paper we prove a multiplicity result for critical points of an indefinite
functional on a manifold by using a generalization of the LjusternikSchnirelman
category. The abstract result is applied to prove the existence of multiple timelike
trajectories for Lorentzian manifolds of splitting type.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
The main goal of this paper is to give a multiplicity result for critical
points of saddle type by means of the relative category (cf. Fadell [5],
Fournier and Willem [10], Szulkin [25]).
Definition 1.1. Let Y and A be closed subsets of a topological space
X. The category of A in X relative to Y, briefly catX, Y (A), is the least
integer k such that there exist k+1 closed subsets of X, A0 , A1 , ..., Ak ,
A=A0 _ A1 _ } } } _ Ak , and k+1 functions, hj # C([0, 1]_Aj , X ),
j=0, 1, ..., k, such that
(a) hj (0, x)=x for x # Aj , 0 jk;
(b) h0(1, x) # Y for x # A0 , and h0(t, y) # Y for y # A0 & Y, t # [0, 1];
(c) hj (1, x)=xj for x # Aj and some xj # X, 1 jk.
If a finite number of such sets does not exist it is catX, Y (A)=+.
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The classical LjusternikSchnirelman category of A in X is defined by
catX (A)=catX, <(A).
Remark 1.2. Taken Y and A closed subsets of a topological space X, by
definition it is catX, Y (A)=0 if Y is a weak deformation retract of A, i.e.,
there exists a continuous map R: [0, 1]_A  X such that
R(0, x)=x for all x # A,
{R(1, x) # Y for all x # A,R(t, x) # Y for all x # Y, t # [0,1].
For setting the abstract theorem we will need the PalaisSmale condi-
tion:
Definition 1.3. Let f: X  R be a C1 functional defined on a
Riemannian manifold X and let c # R. f satisfies the PalaisSmale condition
at level c, briefly (PS)c , if any sequence (xn)n # N /X, such that f (xn)  c
and f $(xn)  0 if n  +, contains a converging subsequence (here f $(xn)
goes to 0 in the norm of the cotangent bundle induced by the Riemannian
metric on X).
The first existence result for critical points of saddle type is a famous
theorem due to P. H. Rabinowitz [21]:
Theorem 1.4. Let I # C1(E, R) be such that I satisfies the PalaisSmale
condition and E is a Banach space. Suppose E=E1 E2 with E1 finite
dimensional. If there exist constants b1<b2 and a neighbourhood 0 of 0 in
E1 such that
I |E2b2 and I |0b1 ,
then I has a critical point.
In Theorem 1.4 the spaces E1 and E2 do not have to be necessarily
linear. For example, in Giannoni [11] the linear space E2 is replaced by
a graph manifold. An extension of the Saddle Point Theorem has been
recently obtained (see de B. e Silva [23]). Some multiplicity results for
critical points of saddle type have been obtained in Fournier et al. [9] in
spaces which are the product of a Banach space and a Finsler manifold.
Our theorem has been proved in case of a manifold (which we suppose
is a Hilbert manifold and not a Finsler one only for simplicity) and
generalizes the previous results. Moreover it includes as a particular case
the classical LjusternikSchnirelman Theorem on manifolds (cf., e.g., Palais
[19]).
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Theorem 1.5. Let (X, g) be a C2 complete Riemannian manifold
modelled on a Hilbert space and let f: X  R be a C1 functional. Let us
assume that there exist two subsets 4 and C of X such that C is a closed
weak deformation retract of X"4,
inf
x # 4
f (x)>sup
x # C
f (x) (1.1)
and
catX, C(X )>0.
If f satisfies the (PS)c condition for all csup f (C), then f has at least
catX, C(X ) critical points in X whose critical levels are greater than or equal
to inf f (4). Moreover if catX, C(X )=+ there exists a sequence of critical
points of f, (xn)n # N , such that
lim
n  +
f (xn)=sup
x # X
f (x).
Remark 1.6. Theorem 1.5 implies Theorem 1.4 if we choose C=0 as
the boundary of the open set 0 in E1 and 4=E2 . In this case by using the
topological degree it is possible to prove that catE, C(E) is greater than or
equal to 1. Moreover the classical LjusternikSchnirelman Theorem follows
by Theorem 1.5 assuming C=< and 4=X.
Denoting
f d=[x # X : f (x)d]
as the sublevel of a functional f: X  R relative to a level d # R, a more
general abstract multiplicity result can be stated. In fact by Remark 1.2 it
is easy to prove that Theorem 1.5 comes from the following theorem which
will be proved in Section 2.
Theorem 1.7. Let (X, g) be a C2 complete Riemannian manifold
modelled on a Hilbert space and let f: X  R be a C1 functional. Let us
assume that there exist 4/X, C a closed subset of X, and m # N such that
(1.1) holds and
catX, C(X"4)m <catX, C(X ). (1.2)
If f satisfies the (PS)c condition for all csup f (C) then for any fixed
dinf f (4) such that catX, C( f d)>m the functional f has at least
catX, C( f d)&m critical points in f &1([inf f (4), d]); in particular f has at
least catX, C(X )&m critical points in X whose critical levels are greater than
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or equal to inf f (4). Moreover if catX, C(X )=+ there exists a sequence
of critical points of f, (xn)n # N , such that
lim
n  +
f (xn)=sup
x # X
f (x).
An application of Theorem 1.5 to Hamiltonian systems can be found in
Fournier et al. [9]; here we use Theorem 1.5 in a problem concerning
periodic trajectories in Lorentzian manifolds of splitting type, while for
geodesics between two fixed points we refer to Giannoni and Masiello [12]
and Piccione and Sampalmieri [20].
Let (M, ( } , } ) z) be an orthogonal splitting Lorentzian manifold, i.e.
M=M0_R, where M0 is a smooth n-dimensional manifold equipped with
a Riemannian metric ( } , } ) , and ( } , } ) z is a Lorentz metric such that
(‘, ‘) z=(:(x, t) !, !) &;(x, t) {2, (1.3)
for any z=(x, t) # M0_R and ‘=(!, {) # TzM#TxM0_R, where :(x, t)
is a smooth symmetric linear strictly positive operator from TxM0 in itself,
and ;: M  R, smooth, is a positive scalar field.
Let T0>0 be such that : and ; are T0 -periodic in the t-variable, i.e.
{:(x, t+T0)=:(x, t);(x, t+T0)=;(x, t) for all x # M0 , t # R. (1.4)
Definition 1.8. A geodesic is a smooth curve z=z(s), s # [0, 1], such
that Dsz* (s)=0 for all s # [0, 1], where z* is the tangent vector field along
z and Dsz* is the covariant derivative of z* along z induced by the metric.
It is easy to verify that if z is a geodesic in M then there exists a constant
E(z) such that
E(z)=(z* (s), z* (s)) z for any s # [0, 1].
The geodesic z is called timelike (respectively lightlike, spacelike) if E(z) is
negative (respectively null, positive).
Definition 1.9. Let T>0 be fixed. A geodesic
z: s # [0, 1] [ z(s)=(x(s), t(s)) # M=M0_R
is a T-periodic trajectory if x: [0, 1]  M0 and t: [0, 1]  R satisfy the
following conditions
{x(0)=x(1),t(1)=t(0)+T,
x* (0)=x* (1);
t4 (0)=t4 (1).
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We say that two T-periodic trajectories z1 and z2 are geometrically dis-
tinct if z1([0, 1]){z2([0, 1]).
We want to study the existence of timelike kT0 -periodic trajectories in
Lorentzian manifolds, where k # N, k1, and T0 such that (1.4) holds, i.e.,
to find smooth curves z=(x, t) in M solutions of the following problem:
Dsz* (s)=0, for all s # [0,1];
{E(z)=(z* (s), z* (s)) z<0, for all s # [0,1]; (1.5)x(0)=x(1), x* (0)=x* (1);
t(1)=t(0)+kT0 , t4 (0)=t4 (1).
The interest in studying timelike geodesics in Lorentzian manifolds
comes from General Relativity. Indeed, in a space-time whose gravitational
field is described by a four dimensional Lorentzian manifold (M, ( } , } ) z),
timelike geodesics for ( } , } ) z represent the world lines of free falling par-
ticles for which only gravity acts.
Theorem 1.10. Let M=M0_R be a Lorentzian manifold equipped with
the Lorentz metric (1.3). Assume that:
(A1) M0 is a compact Riemannian manifold such that the fundamental
group ?1(M0) is finite;
(A2) there exists T0>0 such that : and ; satisfy (1.4).
For any k # N, k1, let #(k) be the number of the geometrically distinct
timelike kT0-periodic trajectories in M. Then
lim
k  +
#(k)=+.
Previous results analogous to Theorem 1.10 have been obtained by Benci
and Fortunato [1], Benci et al. [3], and Greco [13] for static metrics,
while Greco [15] and Masiello [17] obtained results for stationary ones.
On the contrary, previous results on the existence of one timelike trajectory
on a splitting Lorentzian manifold were obtained in Greco [14] and
Masiello [18]. A multiplicity result has still not been obtained.
2. THE ABSTRACT THEOREM
First of all let us recall some properties of relative category (cf. Fournier
and Willem [10], Szulkin [25]).
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Proposition 2.1. Let A, B, Y be closed subsets of a topological space X.
(a) If A/B then catX, Y (A)catX, Y (B);
(b) catX, Y (A _ B)catX, Y (A)+catX (B);
(c) if there exists h # C([0, 1]_A, X) such that h(t, y)= y for
y # A & Y and t # [0, 1], then catX, Y (A)catX, Y (B) where B=h(1, A).
Moreover for our application we also need the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Let Y, X$, Y$ be closed subsets of a topological space
X such that Y$/X$. Suppose that there exist a retraction r: X  X$, i.e., a
continuous map such that r(x)=x for all x # X$, and a homeomorphism
8: X  X such that
(i) 8(Y$)/Y,
(ii) r b 8&1(Y)/Y$.
Then, if A$ is a closed subset of X$, there results
catX, Y (8(A$))catX$, Y$(A$).
Proof. Let A$/X$ and catX, Y (8(A$))=n<+. By Definition 1.1
there exist A0 , A1 , ..., An , closed subsets of X, with 8(A$)=A0 _ A1 _
} } } _ An , and hj # C([0, 1]_A j , X), j=0, 1, ..., n, such that for each j1
there results hj (0, x)=x and hj (1, x)=xj for x # Aj , xj # X, while
h0(0, x)=x and h0(1, x) # Y for x # A0 ; moreover h0(t, y) # Y for
y # A0 & Y, t # [0, 1]. For each j=0, 1, ..., n we set A$j=8&1(Aj) & X$ and
h j : [0, 1]_A$j  X$ such that h j (t, x)=r b 8&1(hj (t, 8(x))). Clearly A$j is
closed in X$, h j is continuous, and A$=A$0 _ A$1 _ } } } _ A$n . It is easy to
verify that h j (0, } )=idA$j for j0, while for each j1 there exists x$j # X$
such that h j (1, } )#x$j .
If x # A$0 , by (ii) it follows
h 0(1, x)=r b 8&1(h0(1, 8(x))) # r b 8&1(Y)/Y$;
moreover (i) implies that if x # A$0 & Y$ then 8(x) # A0 & Y. Finally, for
any t # [0, 1] there results
h 0(t, x)=r b 8&1(h0(t, 8(x))) # r b 8&1(Y)/Y$.
Then by Definition 1.1 it is catX$, Y$(A$)n. K
The proof of Theorem 1.7 is divided in a few steps. First of all let us
introduce some notations. Let
K( f )=[x # X : f $(x)=0]
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be the set of critical points of the functional f in X. For any c # R we set
Kc=[x # X : f (x)=c, f $(x)=0].
We recall a wellknown Deformation Theorem (for the proof, see Palais
[19] and Rabinowitz [22]).
Theorem 2.3. Let (X, g) be a C2 complete Riemannian manifold
modelled on a Hilbert space and f: X  R be a C1 functional. Then:
(1) if c # R is such that f satisfies (PS)c and U is any neighbourhood of
Kc in X, then there exists =0>0 such that, taken = # ]0, =0[, f c&= is a strong
deformation retract of f c+="U, i.e., there exists a map H= # C([0, 1]_X, X)
such that
H=(0, x)=x for all x # f c+=,
{H=(1, x) # f c&= for all x # f c+="U, (2.1)H=(t, x)=x for all x # f c&=, t # [0,1];
(2) if c is a regular value of f, hence Kc=<, the same result of (1)
holds with U=<;
(3) if c>supx # K( f ) f (x) then f c&= is a strong deformation retract of
X for some =>0.
We set
d0= inf
x # 4
f (x)>d1=sup
x # C
f (x).
Lemma 2.4. Let
c = sup
x # K( f )
f (x)<sup
x # X
f (x). (2.2)
Then for any d>max [d0 , c ] it is
catX, C(X)=catX, C( f d). (2.3)
Proof. Let d>max [d0 , c ] be fixed. By the choice of d and (1.1) it
follows that f has no critical point in X " f d and f satisfies (PS)d . Then by
(3) of Theorem 2.3 it follows that there exist =>0 and H= # C([0, 1]_
X, X) such that
H=(0, x)=x for all x # X,
d&=>d1 and {H=(1, x) # f d&= for all x # X, (2.4)H=(t, x)=x for all x # f d&=, t # [0,1].
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By (2.4) it follows
H=(t, x)=x for all x # C, t # [0, 1], (2.5)
and H=(1, X)/f d, so Proposition 2.1 implies
catX, C( f d)catX, C(X)catX, C(H=(1, X))catX, C( f d),
thus (2.3) holds. K
Lemma 2.5. For any cd0 ,
catX, C( f c)<+.
Proof. Let d* be a constant such that d1<d*<d0 . Assume
d =sup A, where A=[cd* : catX, C( f c)<+].
By the choice of d* it is f d*/X"4, then (1.2) implies
catX, C( f d*)m and d* # A,
therefore d d* is well defined.
Arguing by contradiction, let d <+. By the (PS)d condition, Kd is
compact so, by the LjusternikSchnirelman theory (e.g., see Struwe [24]),
there exists a neighbourhood U such that
catX (U)=catX (Kd )<+.
By (1) of Theorem 2.3 we can choose =<d*&d1 small enough such that
f d &= is a strong deformation retract of f d +="U. Thus by (2.1) and (2.5), it
follows
catX, C( f d
 +="U)catX, C( f d
 &=).
By (b) of Proposition 2.1 there results
catX, C( f d
 +=)catX, C( f d
 +="U)+catX (U)catX, C( f d
 &=)+catX (U),
where both catX, C( f d
 &=) and catX (U) are finite. Then
catX, C( f d
 +=)<+ =O d += # A
in contradiction with the definition of d . K
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Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let dd0 be such that l=catX, C( f d)>m . By
Lemma 2.5 it follows l<+.
For any m # [1, 2, ..., l] define
1m=[B/f d : B is closed, catX, C(B)m] (2.6)
and
cm= inf
B # 1m
sup
x # B
f (x). (2.7)
We claim that
(i) 1m {<, cmd for all m # [1, 2, ..., l]; cmd0 for all m # [m +1,
..., l];
(ii) cm is a critical level of f in X for all m # [m +1, ..., l];
(iii) cmcm+1 for any m # [1, 2, ..., l&1];
(iv) if there exist m # [m +1, ..., l&1] and h # [1, 2, ..., l&m] such that
c=cm=cm+1= } } } =cm+h , then
catX (Kc)h, (2.8)
whence f has at least h critical points at level c (recall that if X is arcwise
connected (2.8) implies that Kc is infinite).
Let m # [1, 2, ..., l] be fixed. The first part of (i) follows by f d # 1m , which
implies that cmd, too.
Let m>m . If cm<d0 , there exists B # 1m such that
sup
x # B
f (x)<d0 , so B/X"4,
hence (1.2) implies catX, C(B)m in contradiction with catX, C(B)m.
Thus (i) holds.
We prove (ii) arguing by contradiction. Let m>m and c=cm be a
regular value of f in X. By Theorem 2.3 there exists = # ]0, d0&d1[ such
that f c&= is a strong deformation retract of f c+=. Clearly by (i) it follows
c&=d1 , thus (2.1) implies (2.5). Moreover there exists B= # 1m such that
sup
x # B=
f (x)c+= so B= /f c+=,
whence, taken A=H=(1, B=), by (2.5) and (c) of Proposition 2.1 it follows
mcatX, C(B=)catX, C(A), so A # 1m .
Then sup f (A)c, against A/f c&=. Therefore (ii) holds.
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The proof of (iii) follows easily by definitions (2.6) and (2.7).
Let us prove (2.8). Arguing by contradiction, let catX (Kc)<h with
c=cm=cm+1= } } } =cm+h and m>m . As cd0 , (PS)c holds, then Kc is
a compact set and there exists a neighbourhood U of Kc such that
catX (U)=catX (Kc)<h (2.9)
and by (1) of Theorem 2.3 there exists an = small enough such that
c&=d1 and f c&= is a strong deformation retract of f c+="U, i.e., (2.1)
holds. As in the proof of (ii), this implies (2.5). Then by Proposition 2.1
there results
catX, C( f c+="U)catX, C( f c&=). (2.10)
From the other side c=cm+h implies that there exists a closed set B such
that
catX, C(B)m+h and B/f c+=. (2.11)
By (b) of Proposition 2.1 it follows
catX, C(B)catX, C(B"U)+catX (U),
therefore (2.9) and (2.11) imply
catX, C(B"U)catX, C(B)&catX (U)m =O B"U # 1m .
Let A=H=(1, B"U). Arguing as in the previous proof, there results A # 1m ,
hence sup f (A)c, while (2.1) implies A/f c&=.
The proof of the first part of Theorem 1.7 follows by (i)(iv) both if all
the mini-max levels are distinct and if some are equal.
Now let us consider the whole space X. If
sup
x # K( f )
f (x)=sup
x # X
f (x)
the proof is trivial. If (2.2) holds by Lemma 2.4 we can fix d in such a way
that (2.3) holds. By (1.2) the first part of this proof applies to such sublevel
f d, then f has at least catX, C( f d)&m =catX, C(X)&m critical points in
f &1([d0 , d]) choosing d>c .
If catX, C(X)=+ and (2.2) holds, by Lemma 2.4 it follows that, for
some dd0 ,
catX, C( f d)=+
in contradiction with Lemma 2.5. So the proof of Theorem 1.7 is complete. K
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Remark 2.6. The same results of Theorems 1.5, 1.7, and 2.3 hold even
if X is not a complete manifold provided that all the sublevels of f in X are
complete.
3. FUNCTIONAL FRAMEWORK
Let (M, ( } , } ) z) be a Lorentzian manifold defined as in Theorem 1.10.
Remark 3.1. Hypotheses (A1)(A2) imply that there exist some positive
constants *1 , *2 , &, N, K such that
*1(!, !)(:(z) !, !) *2(!, !) , (3.1)
&;(z)N, (3.2)
|;t(z)|K; (:t(z) !, !) K(!, !) , (3.3)
for any z=(x, t) # M0_R and ! # TxM0 . We can always choose & and N
so that
N
&

1
2 \1+
1
T 20+ . (3.4)
By the Nash Embedding Theorem we can assume that M0 is a sub-
manifold of some RN and the Riemannian metric ( } , } ) on M0 is the
restriction to M0 of the Euclidean metric of R
N. Let H 1([0, 1], RN) be the
Sobolev space of the absolutely continuous curves whose derivative is
square summable, endowed by the norm
&x&21=|
1
0
(x* , x* ) ds+|
1
0
(x, x) ds.
We consider the set
41=[x # H 1([0, 1], RN) : x([0, 1])/M0 , x(0)=x(1)].
Moreover, for any k # N, k1, we set
Wk=[t # H 1([0, 1], R) : t(0)=0, t(1)=kT0].
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We consider the ‘‘energy’’ functional
fk(z)=|
1
0
(z* , z* ) z ds=|
1
0
((:(x, t) x* , x* ) &;(x, t) t4 2) ds, (3.5)
where z=(x, t) # Zk #41_Wk .
Let us remark that 41 is a Hilbert manifold (see, e.g., Klingenberg [16])
whose tangent space at x # 41 is given by
Tx41=[!: [0, 1]  TM0 : ! is absolutely continuous,
!(s) # Tx(s) M0 for all s # [0, 1] , !(0)=!(1),
(!, !)x :=|
1
0
((Ds!, Ds!) +(!, !) ) ds <+]
and (41, ( } , } ) x) is a Riemannian manifold; moreover there results
Wk=H 10+t*k , t*k : s # [0, 1] [ kT0s # R. (3.6)
Thus Wk is a closed affine submanifold of H1([0, 1], R) and its tangent
space in any point is
H 10=[{ # H
1([0, 1], R) : {(0)={(1)=0]
endowed by the norm
&{&20=|
1
0
{* 2 ds.
For any z=(x, t) # Zk there results TzZk#Tx41 _H 10 . The energy func-
tional is smooth on the manifold Zk .
Remark 3.2. It is easy to verify that if z=(x, t) is a timelike geodesic
then t4 (s){0 for all s # [0, 1]; moreover if t(1)>t(0) then t4 (s)>0 for all
s # [0, 1]. In particular, this holds for each z solution of (1.5).
Lemma 3.3. If z # Zk is such that
f $k (z)=0 and fk(z)<0 (3.7)
then z is a timelike kT0-periodic trajectory in M.
Proof. Classical regularization methods show that each critical point of
fk in Zk is a smooth geodesic; moreover by definition each z=(x, t) # Zk is
such that t(0)=0 and t(1)=kT0 , thus t(1)=t(0)+kT0 .
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Let z=(x, t) # Zk be such that (3.7) holds and ‘=(!, {) # TzZk . Since
!(0)=!(1) and {(0)={(1)=0, (3.8)
there results
0= f $k (z)[‘]
=|
1
0
(({x:(z)[!] x* , x* )+(:t(z) x* , x* ) {+2(:(z) x* , !* )
&({x;(z), !) t4 2&;t(z) t4 2{&2;(z) t4 {* ) ds
=|
1
0 \({x:(z)[!] x* , x* )+(:t(z) x* , x* ) {&2 
d
ds
(:(z) x* ), !+ ds
+|
1
0 \&({x;(z), !) t4 2&;t(z) t4 2 {+2
d
ds
(;(z) t4 ) {+ ds
+2[(:(z) x* , !)]10
which implies, by standard arguments,
(:(x(0), t(0)) x* (0), !(0))&(:(x(1), t(1)) x* (1), !(1))=0.
By this last equality, (1.4), and (3.8) it follows
x* (0)=x* (1). (3.9)
Since z is a geodesic such that E(z)<0, there results
E(z)=(:(z(0)) x* (0), x* (0)) &;(z(0)) t4 (0)2
=(:(z(1)) x* (1), x* (1)) &;(z(1)) t4 (1)2.
Then by (1.4) and (3.9) it follows t4 (0)2=t4 (1)2, which implies t4 (0)=t4 (1) by
Remark 3.2. K
Lemma 3.4. If both z1 and z2 satisfy (3.7) with z1 {z2 , then z1 and z2
are geometrically distinct (that is, z1([0, 1]){z2([0, 1])).
Proof. Arguing by contradiction, assume that there exists _ #
C2([0, 1], [0, 1]) such that
z2(s)=z1(_(s)) for all s # [0, 1].
By Remark 3.2 and _([0, 1])=[0, 1] it follows
_$(s)>0 for all s # [0, 1], _(1)=1 and _(0)=0. (3.10)
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As both z1 and z2 are geodesics there results
0=DS z* 2(s)=
d
ds
(_* (s) z* 1(_(s)))
=_ (s) z* 1(_(s))+_* (s) DS z* 1(_(s))=_ (s) z* 1(_(s))
for any s # [0, 1], where z* 1 {0 by Remark 3.2. So the function _ is such
that
_ (s)=0 for all s # [0, 1]
and (3.10) holds. Then _(s)=s for all s # [0, 1] which implies z1 #z2 ,
setting a contradiction. K
Remark 3.5. The difference between the Riemannian case and the
Lorentzian one is that now z=(x, t) is not a closed curve.
4. PENALIZED FUNCTIONALS
Critical points of the functional (3.5) cannot be found by means of classi-
cal theorems as this functional may not satisfy the PalaisSmale condition
and is strongly indefinite. Moreover it is not possible to apply the abstract
Theorem 1.5 on the whole space Zk since the relative category of such a
space may be equal to 0.
We overcome the first problem by introducing a family of penalized
functionals satisfying (PS)c at any level c # R.
Taken =>0, let = : R+  R+ be the ‘‘cutfunction’’ defined as
=(s)={
0
:
+
n=3
(s&1=)n
n!
if 0s
1
=
if s>
1
=
.
(4.1)
It is easy to prove that = # C 2(R+ , R+) is increasing; besides there exist
two positive constants a, b, such that
$=(s)=(s)as&b, s$=(s)=(s) for all s # R+ , (4.2)
=(s)=$(s), $=(s)$=$(s) for all s # R+ and 0<==$. (4.3)
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The corresponding penalized functional fk, = : Zk  R is
fk, =(z)= fk(z)&=(&t4 &2)
=|
1
0
((:(x, t) x* , x* ) &;(x, t) t4 2) ds&=(&t4 &2), (4.4)
for all z=(x, t) # Zk , where
&t4 &2=|
1
0
t4 2 ds.
Clearly for each =>0, =(R+)/R+ implies
fk, =(z) fk(z) for all z # Zk . (4.5)
Remark 4.1. It easy to prove that the Fre chet differential of fk, = at
z=(x, t) # Zk and ‘=(!, {) # TzZk is
f $k, =(z)[‘]=|
1
0
(({x:(z)[!] x* , x* )+(:t(z) x* , x* ) {+2(:(z) x* , !* )
&({x;(z), !) t4 2&;t(z) t4 2 {&2;(z) t4 {* ) ds&2$=(&t4 &2) |
1
0
t4 {* ds.
Thus any critical point of fk, = satisfies the equation
Dsz* &$=(&t4 &2) (0, t4 )=0.
Multiplying by z* , we have that
E=(z)=(z* (s), z* (s)) z&$=(&t4 &2) t4 2(s) (4.6)
is a constant independent of s # [0, 1].
Integrating (4.6), by (4.2) it follows
E=(z)=fk(z)&$=(&t4 &2) &t4 &2 fk, =(z). (4.7)
Remark 4.2. Let =>0 be fixed. If z # Zk is a critical point of fk, = such
that fk, =(z)<0, then by (4.7) it follows that E=(z)<0.
Definition (4.1) implies the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.3. Let M>0 be fixed. Then there exists =0==0(M)>0 such
that, taken = # ]0, =0], if z=(x, t) # Zk is a critical point of the penalized
functional fk, = such that
&t4 &2M,
then z is a critical point of fk .
We want to prove that fk, = satisfies the PalaisSmale condition and to
this end we need the following lemma (cf. Benci and Fortunato [2, Lemma
2.1]).
Lemma 4.4. Let (xn)n # N be a sequence in 41 and x # H1([0, 1], RN) be
such that
xn ( x weakly in H 1([0, 1], RN).
Then x # 41 and there exist two sequences (!n)n # N , (&n)n # N /
H1([0, 1], RN) such that
xn&x=!n+&n , !n # Txn4
1, &n # H 10([0, 1], R
N) for any n # N.
(4.8)
Moreover
!n ( 0 weakly in H 1([0, 1], RN) and &n  0 strongly in H 1([0, 1], RN).
(4.9)
Lemma 4.5. Let =>0 be fixed. Then the penalized functional fk, = satisfies
the (PS)c condition at any level c # R.
Proof. Let c # R and (zn)n # N /Zk be a (PS)c sequence, that is
fk, =(zn)  c, f $k, =(zn)  0 if n  +. (4.10)
If zn=(xn , tn), let {n=tn&t*k # H 10 . Since t4 *k=kT0 , by (4.10) there exists a
sequence =nz0 such that
=n&tn&t*k&0=f $k, =(zn)[(0, {n)]
=|
1
0
((:t(zn) x* n , x* n) &;t(zn) t4 2n ) (tn&t*k) ds
&2 |
1
0
;(zn) t4 2n ds+2kT0 |
1
0
;(zn) t4 n ds
&2$=(&t4 n&2) |
1
0
t4 2n ds+2kT0 $=(&t4 n &2) |
1
0
t4 n ds
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K &tn&t*k & \|
1
0
(x* n , x* n) ds+&t4 n&2+&2& &t4 n &2
+2kT0N |
1
0
|t4 n | ds&2 $=(&t4 n&2) &t4 n&2+2k2T 20 $=(&t4 n&
2).
By (3.1), (3.2), and (4.10) it follows that there exist two positive constants,
k1 and k2 , such that
|
1
0
(x* n , x* n) dsk1+k2 &t4 n&2+
1
*1
=(&t4 n&2); (4.11)
moreover tn&t*k # H 10 implies
&tn&t*k&&tn&t*k &0 ,
thus
=n&tn&t*k&0+2& &t4 n&2+2$=(&t4 n&2) &t4 n &2
K&tn&t*k&0 \k1+ 1*1 =(&t4 n&2)++K(k2+1) &tn&t*k&0 &t4 n&2
+2kT0N &t4 n&+2k2T 20$=(&t4 n&
2). (4.12)
Arguing by contradiction, if &t4 n&  + as n  +, then by (4.2) the first
term of inequality (4.12) goes to + as $=(&t4 n&2) &t4 n&2, while the second
one cannot be faster than $=(&t4 n &2) &t4 n &; thus (&t4 n&)n # N is bounded.
By (4.11) we obtain that
\|
1
0
(x* n , x* n) ds+n # N is bounded too,
hence (zn)n # N is bounded in Zk=41_Wk and there exists z=(x, t) #
H1([0, 1], RN)_H1([0, 1], R) such that, up to subsequences, there results
xn ( x weakly in H1([0, 1], RN) and uniformly in [0, 1],
tn ( t weakly in H1([0, 1], R) and uniformly in [0, 1],
so z=(x, t) # 41_Wk .
By Lemma 4.4 there exist (!n)n # N , (&n)n # N /H 1([0, 1], RN) such that
(4.8) and (4.9) hold, while
{n=tn&t # H 10 , {n ( 0 weakly in H
1([0, 1], R). (4.13)
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Obviously
&!n&  0, &{n &  0. (4.14)
Let ‘n=(!n , &{n) # Tzn Zk . Then ‘n ( 0 weakly in H
1([0, 1], RN)_
H1([0, 1], R) and
lim
n  +
f $k, =(zn)[‘n]=0. (4.15)
As ({x :(zn))n # N , ({x;(zn))n # N are bounded and (x* n)n # N , (t4 n)n # N are
bounded in the L2 norm too, (4.14) gives
|
1
0
({x:(zn)[!n] x* n , x* n) ds=o(1),
|
1
0
(:t(zn) x* n , x* n) {n ds=o(1),
|
1
0
({x;(zn), !n) t4 2n ds=o(1),
|
1
0
;t(zn) t4 2n {n ds=o(1).
Then (4.15) gives
|
1
0
(:(zn) x* n , !* n) ds+|
1
0
;(zn) t4 n {* n ds+$=(&t4 n&2) |
1
0
t4 n {* n ds=o(1). (4.16)
Moreover, since tn={n+t and xn=x+!n+&n , (4.9) and (4.13) give
|
1
0
(:(zn) x* , !* n) ds=o(1),
|
1
0
(:(zn) &* n , !* n) ds=o(1),
|
1
0
;(zn) t4 {* n ds=o(1),
$=(&t4 n &2) |
1
0
t4 {* n ds=o(1),
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whence (4.16) becomes
|
1
0
(:(zn) !* n , !* n) ds+|
1
0
;(zn) {* 2n ds+$=(&t4 n &
2) |
1
0
{* 2n ds=o(1)
which implies
|
1
0
(:(zn) !* n , !* n) ds=o(1), (4.17)
|
1
0
;(zn) {* 2n ds=o(1). (4.18)
Therefore (3.1) and (4.17) imply !n  0 strongly in H 1([0, 1], RN), while
by (3.2) and (4.18) it follows {n  0 strongly in H 1([0, 1], R). K
Lemma 4.6. If z=(x, t) # Zk is a critical point of the penalized functional
fk, = , =>0, such that
fk, =(z)<0, (4.19)
then t=t(s) is strictly increasing.
Proof. If t=t(s) is not strictly increasing there exists s0 # ]0, 1[ such
that t4 (s0)=0. Thus (4.6) implies
E=(z)=(:(z(s0)) x* (s0), x* (s0))>0
in contradiction with Remark 4.2. K
Lemma 4.7. There exists a constant K*>0 such that if z=(x, t) # Zk is
a critical point of the penalized functional fk, = , = # ]0, 1], which satisfies
(4.19), then
&t4 &K*, (4.20)
&x* &K*. (4.21)
Proof. Let z=(x, t) # Zk be a critical point of fk, = . It is not difficult to
prove that z is smooth and t satisfies the equation
d
ds
(;(z(s)) t4 (s)+$=(&t4 &2) t4 (s))=
1
2
;t(z(s)) t4 2(s)&
1
2
(:t(z(s)) x* (s), x* (s)) .
(4.22)
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Put u(s)=;(z(s)) t4 (s)+$=(&t4 &2) t4 (s). By (3.1)(3.3) and (4.22) there exists
a constant +=+(K, &, *1) such that
u$(s)+(;(z(s)) t4 2(s)+(:(z(s)) x* (s), x* (s)) );
moreover as in Remark 4.2, (4.19) implies E=(z)<0, so by $=0 it follows
u$(s)2+ t4 (s) u(s) for all s # [0, 1]. (4.23)
If B=[s # [0, 1]: t4 (s)>1]{<, let ]s0 , s1[ be a maximal connected com-
ponent of B. Obviously t4 (s0)=1 and by Lemma 4.6 there results u(s)>0.
Taken any s # ]s0 , s1[ the inequality (4.23) implies
|
s
s0
u$(l)
u(l )
dl2+kT0 =O u(s)c u(s0),
with c=e2+kT0, so by definition
;(z(s)) t4 (s)+$=(&t4 &2) t4 (s)c(;(z(s0))+$=(&t4 &2))
=O ;(z(s)) t4 (s)c;(z(s0))+$=(&t4 &2) (c&t4 (s)). (4.24)
If s # [0, 1] is such that t4 (s)>c>1, then by (3.2) and (4.24) it follows
t4 (s)
cN
&
,
so fixed K1=max [1, cN&, c] there results
t4 (s)K1 for all s # [0, 1].
As =1 and E=(z)<0, (3.1), (3.2), (4.3), and this last inequality imply that
there exists K2 such that
|x* (s)|K2 for all s # [0, 1].
So Lemma 4.7 is completely proved as K1 , K2 do not depend on = and z.
K
Remark 4.8. Let K* be fixed as in Lemma 4.7 and =0==0(K*) obtained
as in Lemma 4.3. For all = # ]0, =0], if z # Zk is a critical point of fk, = which
satisfies (4.19), then z is a critical point of fk whose energy is negative. Thus
such a z is a solution of the given problem (1.5).
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.10
As already remarked, Theorem 1.5 cannot be directly applied to the
functional fk in the manifold Zk and it is necessary to use two approxima-
tions: in the previous section we have introduced the functionals fk, = which
satisfy (PS)c for all c # R. Now we need for a Galerkin approximation to
have a non-trivial relative category.
Rather than giving a general setting which can be a little bit convoluted,
it is better off repeating the proof of the abstract theorem in the particular
case we are studying.
Taken m # N, m1, assume
Hm=span[sin( j?s): j=1, 2, ..., m]
and
Wk, m=Hm+t*k ,
where t*k is as in (3.6).
Define
Zk, m=41_Wk, m , 4k=41_[t*k]. (5.1)
From now on, let =1 and f mk, = fk, = |Zk, m .
If z=(x, t*k) # 4k , by (3.1), (3.2), (3.6), (4.3), and (4.4) it follows that
f mk, =(z)=|
1
0
((:(z) x* , x* )&;(z) k2T 20 ) ds&=(k
2T 20)
&|
1
0
;(z) k2T 20 ds&=(k
2T 20)&Nk
2T 20&1(k
2T 20). (5.2)
Now, we set
d0(k)=&Nk2T 20&1(k
2T 20)<0 and d1(k)=2d0(k)<d0(k). (5.3)
Lemma 5.1. There exists a continuous map *k : R+  R+ such that
z=(x, t) # Zk, m , tm=t&t*k # Hm , &tm&0=*k(&x* &) =O fk(z)d1(k),
(5.4)
where &x* &2=10 (x* , x* ) ds and &tm&
2
0=
1
0 t4
2
m ds is the norm in H
1
0 .
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Proof. By (3.1), (3.2), and (3.5), taken (x, t) # Zk, m it is tm=t&t*k such
that tm # Hm and
fk(z)*2 &x* &2&& &tm &20&&k
2T 20 . (5.5)
Setting
*k(r)=*2r
2&d1(k)
&
&k2T 20 , (5.6)
we have
*2r2&&*2k(r)&&k
2T 20=d1(k).
Then (5.4) follows by (5.5). K
Remark 5.2. By definitions (5.3) and (5.6) and by (3.4) it follows
min
r # R+
*k(r)=*k(0)=\2N& &1+ k2T 20+
2
&
1(k2T 20) 1
for all k1.
Now, define the set
Ck, m=[z # Zk, m : z=(x, t), tm=t&t*k # Hm , &tm&0=*k(&x* &)]. (5.7)
By (4.5), (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4), for all =1 there results
inf
z # 4k
f mk, =(z)d0(k)>d1(k) sup
z # Ck, m
f mk, =(z). (5.8)
Lemma 5.3. Ck, m is a strong deformation retract of Zk, m"4k .
Proof. Remark that z=(x, t) # Zk, m"4k implies tm=t&t*k 0 and we
can define
hm(z)=
*k(&x* &)
&tm &0
tm+t*k .
Clearly, (x, hm(z)) # Ck, m .
Assume
H(*, z)=(x, (1&*) t+* hm(z))
for * # [0, 1]. By definition
H: [0, 1]_Zk, m"4k  Zk, m
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is a continuous map such that
H(0, z)=z for all z # Zk, m"4k ,
{H(1, z)=(x, hm(z)) # Ck, m for all z # Zk, m"4k ,H(*, z)=z for all z # Ck, m , * # [0,1],
hence the proof is complete. K
Having some informations on the relative category of the space Zk, m in
itself relative to Ck, m it is necessary to recall the following basic result (for
the proof, cf. Fadell and Husseini [8]).
Lemma 5.4. Let M0 denote a 1-connected, finite dimensional ANR which
has a non-trivial homology over some Zp , p=0, or a prime greater than 1.
Let (D, S) denote an ANR pair such that D is 0-connected and H
*
(D, S){0
over Zp . Then
cat41(M0)_D, 41(M0)_S(4
1(M0)_D)=+
and 41(M0)_D contains compact subsets whose relative category in
41(M0)_D with respect to 41(M0)_S is arbitrarily large.
By hypothesis (A1) in Theorem 1.10, the fundamental group ?1(M0) is
finite. We can assume ?1(M0)=[e], otherwise we can extend the results
involving the 1-connected case by means of the universal covering.
Lemma 5.5. Let M0 be 1-connected. For any l # N, l1, there exists a
compact subset Kl of Zk, m such that
catZk, m , Ck, m(Kl)l. (5.9)
Proof. Define
Bk, m=[t # Wk, m : tm=t&t*k # Hm , &tm&01], B k, m=41_Bk, m ,
Sk, m=Bk, m=[t # Wk, m : tm=t&t*k # Hm , &tm&0=1], S k, m=41_Sk, m .
Let l # N, l1, be fixed. By Lemma 5.4 there exists a compact subset K of
B k, m such that
catB k, m , S k, m(K)l. (5.10)
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To apply Proposition 2.2 we have to introduce a retraction from Zk, m onto
B k, m and a homeomorphism from Zk, m in itself. To this aim let us define
’: Zk, m  B k, m such that
’(x, t)={
(x, t)
\x, 1&tm&0 tm+t*k+
if (x, t) # B k, m ,
if (x, t)  B k, m ,
and
8: (x, t) # Zk, m [ (x, *k(&x* &) tm+t*k) # Zk, m ,
9: (x, t) # Zk, m [ \x, 1*k(&x* &) tm+t*k+ # Zk, m ,
if (x, t) # Zk, m , tm=t&t*k # Hm . As *k is a continuous map it is easy to
prove that ’, 8, and 9 are continuous. Moreover by simple calculations it
follows 8 b 9=idZk, m and 9 b 8=idZk, m . Hence ’ is a retraction from Zk, m
onto B k, m , while 8 is a homeomorphism such that 8&1=9 and
8(S k, m)/Ck, m , ’ b 8&1(Ck, m)/S k, m .
Proposition 2.2 and (5.10) imply
catZk, m , Ck, m(8(K))catB k, m , S k, m(K)l, (5.11)
where 8(K) is compact. K
Remark 5.6. By (5.11) the compact set in (5.9) is Kl=8(K) where
K/B k, m satisfies (5.10), so the definition of 8 implies
max
(x, t) # Kl
&x* &2= max
(x, t) # K
&x* &2.
It is possible to prove (see Fadell and Husseini [68]) that, fixed l1, the
choice of K can be made so that max(x, t) # K &x* &2 is independent of k and m.
Let =1. For l # N, l1, define
1 lk, m=[B/Zk, m : B is closed, catZk, m , Ck, m(B)l] (5.12)
and
cmk, =(l )= inf
B # 1 lk, m
sup
z # B
f mk, =(z). (5.13)
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By Lemma 5.5 there exists a compact set Kl such that (5.9) holds. Then
Kl # 1 lk, m implies 1
l
k, m {< and
cmk, =(l )max f
m
k, =(Kl)<+, (5.14)
so cmk, =(l ) is well defined.
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.7, by (5.8) and Lemma 5.3,
cmk, =(l )d0(k), (5.15)
where, by (5.3), d0(k) is independent of = and m; moreover cmk, =(l ) is a criti-
cal level of f mk, = in Zk, m and if c
m
k, =(l )=c
m
k, =(l+1)= } } } =c
m
k, =(l+h), h1,
then f mk, = as infinitely many critical points at level c
m
k, =(l ) in Zk, m .
It is easy to verify that (3.1), (3.2) and (3.5) imply
fk(x, t)*2 &x* &2&&k2T 20 for all (x, t) # Zk . (5.16)
Then, if we assume
d(l )=*2 max
(x, t) # Kl
&x* &2,
by Remark 5.6 it follows that d(l ) is independent of =, m, and k and by
(4.5), (5.14), and (5.16) it follows
cmk, =(l )d(l )&&k
2T 20 . (5.17)
Since d(l )&&k2T 20  & if k  +, there exists k (l )1 such that for all
kk (l ),
d(l )&&k2T 20&1. (5.18)
Getting over the Galerkin approximation, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.7. Let k1 and = # ]0, 1] be fixed. Suppose that for all m # N,
m1, there exists zm # Zk, m critical point of f mk, = . If there exist two con-
stants, c1 and c2 , independent of m, such that
c1 f mk, =(zm)c2 for all m1, (5.19)
then (zm)m1 converges, up to subsequences, to a z # Zk such that
f $k, =(z)=0 lim
m  +
f mk, =(zm)= fk, =(z), and c1 fk, =(z)c2 .
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Proof. For each m1 let zm # Zk, m be such that ( f mk, =)$ (zm)=0 and
(5.19) holds. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 there exists z # Zk such
that (zm)m1 converges weakly to z in Zk , up to subsequences. Then by
using the orthogonal projections of Zk onto Zk, m it is possible to prove
that zm  z strongly in Zk . Clearly,
lim
m  
f mk, =(zm)= fk, =(z) and c1 fk, =(z)c2 .
By using a standard argument in Galerkin approximation (see Benci et al.
[4]), it follows that z is a critical point of fk, = . K
Remark 5.8. Let k1 and = # ]0, 1] be fixed. By Lemma 5.7 it follows
that fk, = satisfies a kind of uniform PalaisSmale condition at each level
c # R with respect to the sequence (Zk, m)m1 , i.e., every sequence (zm)m1
such that
zm # Zk, m , lim
m  
fk, =(zm)=c, ( f mk, =)$ (zm)=0,
possesses a subsequence which converges in Zk to a critical point of fk, = .
Assume
ck, =(l )= lim
m  +
cmk, =(l ).
Clearly, ck, =(l )ck, =(l+1) for all l1.
Fixed any l01 let k (l0) be such that (5.18) holds. Let kk (l0) and
=1. By (5.12) and (5.13), it follows
cmk, =(l )c
m
k, =(l0) for all l # [1, ..., l0], m1.
Moreover, by the choice made for k, (5.15), (5.17), and (5.18) imply
d0(k)cmk, =(l )&1 for all l # [1, ..., l0], m1. (5.20)
Fix l # [1, ..., l0]. For any m1 let z lk, m # Zk, m be one of the critical points
of f mk, = such that f
m
k, =(z
l
k, m)=c
m
k, =(l). By (5.20) and Lemma 5.7 there exists
z lk # Zk such that
f $k, =(z lk)=0 and d0(k) fk, =(z
l
k)&1. (5.21)
Lemma 5.9. If there exist l # [1, ..., l0&1] and h # [1, ..., l0&l] such that
lim
m  +
(cmk, =(l+h)&c
m
k, =(l ))=0
then fk, = has at least h critical points at level ck, =(l ).
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Proof. By Lemma 5.7 it follows that a kind of ‘‘limit’’ Deformation
Lemma holds for fk, = with respect to (Zk, m)m1 (see Fournier et al. [9,
Proposition 5.4]). Then, by Proposition 2.9 in [9], arguing as for (iv) of
the proof of Theorem 1.7 we can prove that
catZk(Kck, = (l ))h. K
Now choose =01 as in Remark 4.8. By (5.21) and Remark 4.8 for all
l # [1, ..., l0], z lk is a critical point of fk in Zk whose level is ck, =0(l)<0;
moreover, if there exist l # [1, ..., l0&1] and h # [1, ..., l0&l] such that
ck, =0(l )=ck, =0(l+h), by Lemma 5.9 it follows that fk has at least h distinct
critical points at such negative level.
The proof is complete as for each l01 there exists k (l0) such that for
all kk (l0), fk has at least l0 distinct critical points in Zk whose ‘‘energy’’
is negative; hence, if #(k) is the number of the geometrically distinct
timelike kT0-periodic trajectories in M, Lemma 3.3 implies
lim
k  +
#(k)=+.
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